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ABSTRACT: The quality of nanoparticle dispersion in a
polymer matrix significantly influences the macroscopic
properties of the composite material. Like general polymer−
nanoparticle composites, electrospun nanofiber nanoparticle
composites do not have an adopted quantitative model for
dispersion throughout the polymer matrix, often relying on a
qualitative assessment. Being such an influential property,
quantifying dispersion is essential for the process of
optimization and understanding the factors influencing
dispersion. Here, a simulation model was developed to
quantify the effects of nanoparticle volume loading (ϕ) and
fiber-to-particle diameter ratios (D/d) on the dispersion in an
electrospun nanofiber based on the interparticle distance. A dispersion factor is defined to quantify the dispersion along the
polymer fiber. In the dilute regime (ϕ < 20%), three distinct regions of the dispersion factor were defined with the highest quality
dispersion shown to occur when geometric constraints limit fiber volume accessibility. This model serves as a standard for
comparison for future experimental studies and dispersion models through its comparability with microscopy techniques and as a
way to quantify and predict dispersion in electrospinning polymer−nanoparticle systems with a single performance metric.

■ INTRODUCTION

Polymers have been increasingly studied for their applications
in nanotechnology and many other fields because of their ease
of processing, low cost, and tunability of mechanical and
chemical properties.1 The extensive use and benefits of
polymers have led to a need to control and augment their
physical and chemical properties. Polymer nanocomposites
(PNCs) created through the inclusion of nanoparticles (NPs)
into a polymer matrix offer enhanced properties over a pure
polymer.2 Accordingly, PNC applications range from polymer
biomaterials,3 drug delivery,4 purification processes,5 and
chemical protection.2 However, the inability to control the
dispersion of NPs throughout a polymer matrix is a major
setback in adopting the widespread use of PNCs.
The dispersion state (evenly dispersed, randomly dispersed,

or clustered) plays a major role in determining the macroscopic
effect of NPs in a polymer.6 Random dispersion is defined as a
state in which the particles have no spatial preference but
cannot overlap other particles. Evenly dispersed NPs are highly
ordered, maximizing the distance between particles and are
considered more dispersed than a random system. Clustered
states are considered more agglomerated than the random
system (Figure 1). NPs aggregate because of their strong
interparticle interactions compared to those of the NP−
polymer interactions.7 This is especially true in solvent-based
processes, where the high stresses during solvent evaporation in

PNCs cause dewetting of polymers from the NP surface.8 In
these instances, aggregation not only prevents the intended
property enhancement but also voids the surrounding
aggregated NP regions, giving rise to crack formation and
material failure.7 Groups have shown individual cases of
improved dispersion. For example, the improved dispersion
of silica NPs in solvent casting using methyl ethyl ketone
(MEK) over pyridine because of the favorable adsorption of
poly(2-vinylpyridine) to silica in MEK.9 Horrocks et al. showed
that the ultrasonic treatment of polypropylene/nanoclay
compound melts showed an improved dispersion via high
shear forces, but there was no clear improvement for polyamide
6.10

To move toward the industrial feasibility of PNCs, a robust
systematic method must be adopted for achieving uniform
dispersion in PNC systems. Electrospun PNCs have shown
promise in limiting/removing the effects of NP aggregation11

because of the high shear force and electrostatic repulsion
present in the electrospinning process.12 Electrospinning is the
process of using electrostatic forces to form fibers (Figure 2).
As a result of the simultaneous fiber formation and drying step,
NPs cannot agglomerate once the fiber is formed. Because the
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high shear force and repulsion are inherent to the electro-
spinning process, this dispersion process is compatible for any
NP−polymer combination as long as fibers are formed. In fact,
many electrospun nanofiber NP composites (ENNCs) have
qualitatively been reported to have high degrees of dispersion,
as observed in microscopic images, yet a quantitative
benchmark or comparison for good dispersion is not defined.
Without a model or quantitative benchmark, there is limited
ability to fully understand or manipulate dispersion exper-
imentally. The insights gained from a quantitative assessment of
dispersion can guide future experiments and can be used in
conjunction with the experimental results.
Others have modeled13 and quantified14 agglomeration in

other polymer−NP systems, but there have been no studies
modeling or optimizing the effects of fiber geometry and NP
volume loading on the NP dispersion throughout an electro-
spun fiber. Both volume loading and fiber−particle diameter
ratio are variables that encompass many operating parameters
of all ENNCs, such as NP preparation methods, concentration,
volatility of the solvent, polymer conductivity, solution flow
rate, applied voltage, nozzle-collector distance, and even
ambient conditions.15 Here, we model the interparticle distance
of randomly distributed spherical NPs along a cylindrical
polymer fiber as a function of volume loading (ϕ) and fiber−
particle diameter ratio (D/d). Our objective is not only to gain
quantitative insights but also to do so in a way that is
experimentally accessible. To that end, the scheme to calculate
the interparticle distance is transferrable to the two-dimensional
(2D) images of ENNCs, and we quantify the quality of
dispersion along the fiber with a single metric, the dispersion

factor (β). The benefits of this defined dispersion factor are
twofold: first, it may help to guide the rational design of
ENNCs toward a desired dispersion quality.16,17 Second, the
dispersion factor may serve as a benchmark to compare the
degree of dispersion in an ENNC in a systematic and
quantitative manner.18 The model and interparticle distance
scheme are the first to exploit the individual fibers in
quantifying a long-range dispersion in a mat or filma method
that can be used in future models.

■ METHODOLOGY

The packing algorithm is sequential in which the NPs (spheres)
are placed one at a time in the polymer fiber (cylinder). After
inputting D/d, ϕ, and the number of particles generated (n),
the volume of the polymer cylinder (Vc) can be calculated,
where d is taken to be 1.
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The height (h) of the finite cylinder can be calculated from
the cylinder volume and the D/d ratio. The method for packing
follows a hard sphere model, where particle−particle
interactions are neglected and follow the below potential
model, where ri and rj are the particle locations.
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The particles are bound inside of the Cartesian cylinder,
limiting the particle center locations to xi

2 + yi
2
≤ D − d/2 and

d/2 ≤ z ≤ h − d/2 (Figure 3). Possible particle locations are
generated for each particle and then checked against the
potential function to ensure no particles overlap the previously
generated particles. A random nonoverlapping location is
selected, and the cycle repeats to place the next particle. See the
Supporting Information for the annotated simulation code.
After generating the particles, the interparticle distance, ωd,

is calculated along the fiber. Several others19−21 have used the
interparticle distance as a measure of NP dispersion. When
analyzing the large areas of transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images, the mean interparticle distance method is
insensitive to the dispersion quality (clustered vs dispersed)
and sensitive to the number of NPs.14 Here, the strong
influence of the number of particles is eliminated by only
looking at the adjacent particles along a fiber. We define the
interparticle distance to be the distance from one particle center
to its closest neighbor in a positive axial direction (+z). Note
that because d = 1, the interparticle distance will be represented
as ω. Instead of a three-dimensional distance, a 2D projection
of the fiber was considered. This is motivated by (1) the

Figure 1. Visual representation of evenly dispersed, randomly dispersed, and clustered dispersion states.

Figure 2. Electrospinning process depiction. The potential difference
between the syringe needle and the substrate drives the Taylor cone
and fiber formation. The inset depicts a polymer fiber with NPs
distributed throughout.
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common experimental equivalent method of using microscopy
and image processing software to measure the interparticle
distance along the fiber as a 2D image and (2) the fact that the
dispersion at a single axial position is secondary to the long-
range dispersion along the fiber axis, especially in applications
where the permeation direction is perpendicular to the plane of
the fiber mat (e.g., purification processes). Figure 4 shows how
the fibers are reduced to two dimensions and the scheme to
calculate the interparticle distance. Practically, this is done by

only considering the distance in the xz-plane. Values of ω can
range from 0 to infinity as particles can overlap in the xz-plane.

Key Assumptions and Limitations. By nature of the
packing scheme, the particles are not guided into energetically
favorable or ideal packing configurations or moved once placed.
This reflects how the viscous nature of the polymer prevents
settling of NPs once the fiber is formed. Consequently, for each
D/d, there is a maximum ϕ that is lower than the other
numerically computed sphere in the cylinder packing
configurations22−24 and lower than the random close or loosely
packed systems.25

The particles are assumed not to interact via repulsion or
attraction. As discussed above, NPs tend to aggregate to limit
the particle−polymer surface energy. However, in the electro-
spinning process, the induced interparticle repulsion opposes
this attraction. The effect of attraction/repulsion is considered
to be net zero. Additionally, as particles leave the needle, the
geometric confinement coupled with high shear and repulsive
forces can force the particles to partially exit the fiber, causing
surface exposure. This process happens at loadings where the
particles are kinetically trapped and cannot find a favorable
position in the fiber before solidifying.26 Accordingly, the most
appropriate use of the models developed is the dilute case of
low loading (<20% by volume) and D/d, where the particles
are considered isolated.

Interparticle Distance Analysis and Dispersion Factor,
β. Simulation runs were conducted over a range of aspect ratios
and loading values. Distributions of the interparticle distance
were developed from the results of 10 runs of 500 particles
(5000 total) for a given D/d and ϕ combination. The
distributions were fit to the Weibull distribution, where the
probability density function is represented as
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where λ is the shape parameter and k is the scale parameter.
The Weibull distribution aligns with a kernel density estimate
and has physically realizable values for the interparticle distance
(see the Supporting Information for detailed discussion). From
the probability density function, the mean and variance are
given as follows.
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A dispersion factor (β) is defined to quantify the dispersion
for different combinations of aspect ratios and loading. The
dispersion factor is the ratio of mean to SD of the interparticle
distance and the inverse of the coefficient of variation.

β
μ

σ
=

The dispersion factor can be used to guide the electro-
spinning operating parameters for a certain volume loading or
diameter ratio, where the larger values represent better
dispersion along the fiber. The quantity favors high control
(low σ) but discriminates against clustering, where σ may be
small and μ is also small. For the systems where the dispersion

Figure 3. Depiction of the polymer fiber (outer blue cylinder) and
possible particle center locations (inner gray cylinder) used in the
simulation to place the particles. Note that the fiber lies along the z-
axis. When calculating the interparticle distance, the y-coordinate is
neglected.

Figure 4. Section of the generated fiber with dispersed particles (top)
and 2D projection of the fiber and particles in the xz-plane (bottom).
Arrows represent the measured interparticle distance. Note that the
particles can overlap in the projection, leading to 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1 for the
overlapping particles.
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is predominately in a single axial position along the fiber (large
D/d), the smaller values of μ tend to decrease the dispersion
factor. In that way, the dispersion factor is an easy-to-interpret
single value with a physical significance that can be used to
guide electrospinning operating parameters for a certain volume
loading or diameter ratio.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Influence of the Fiber-to-Particle Diameter Ratio, D/d.
With a uniform probability distribution, the aspect ratio (D/d)

greatly influences the available sites for placing the particle
centers. From a geometric standpoint, there are two regions of
the aspect ratio. These regions can be characterized by their
respective maximum ϕ values. The first range occurs with
aspect ratios of 1 ≤ D/d ≤ 1.4 and D/d ≥ 2.2, where volume
loading values over 25% are possible [ϕmax(1) = 50%,
ϕmax(1.4), and ϕmax(2.2) = 25%]. From 1 ≤ D/d ≤ 1.4, two
particles cannot be distributed at the same axial position in the
fiber. The excluded volume from each particle placement is
relatively small. Above D/d = 2.2, the particle centers gain
access to the additional dimension of the fiber. The second
range of 1.4 < D/d ≤ 2.2 occurs, where the geometric

confinement leads to low maximum loadings (ϕmax ≤ 25%).
The confinement is illustrated in 2D in Figure 5, where the
placement of a particle in the D/d = 2 fiber removes twice the
available volume/area as in D/d = 1. As the aspect ratio
increases further, the wall effects and confinement drastically
reduce (Figure 5). These results from the random distribution
of the particles mirror the simulation studies23 of ideal sphere
packing in cylinders, where ϕmax drops significantly from 1.4 <
D/d ≤ 2.2. Further explanation and visuals of the wall effects
are given in the Supporting Information.
The effect of the aspect ratio on the interparticle distance

distribution was determined by varying the aspect ratio at a
constant volume loading. Figure 6 shows the resulting
distributions for the aspect ratios from 1 to 4 at a constant
volume loading of 10%. At the lowest aspect ratio, the particles
were dispersed at high variable distances. Less than 5% of the
particles were touching at this value of ϕ. As the aspect ratio
increases, particles are forced to be closer as the fiber length
decreases. For D/d = 2, 20% of the particles have ω ≈ 1,
indicating that the particles are adjacent and lined along the
fiber axis. Additionally, very few particles have ω < 1, which is
consistent with the previous discussion of wall effects. As wall
effects become less prevalent, more particles can occupy the

Figure 5. 2D depiction of geometric confinement/wall effects. When
D/d = 1 and 3, placement of a particle only restricts new particles from
being placed within a distance d. No dead zones are created. Placing a
particle for the case for D/d = 2 significantly limits the accessible area
because of the fiber wall.

Figure 6. Interparticle distance distributions (top row) with D/d = 1, 2, 3, and 4 (left to right) at constant ϕ = 10%. The distributions result from 10
runs of 500 particles. Mean and SD calculated from the Weibull distribution. The bottom row depicts a fiber segment for each case.

Figure 7. Mean and SD of ω and β as a function of the aspect ratio for
a volume loading of 10%.
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same axial position, driving μ and σ down and below 1. See
Figures S3−S7 for the generated fiber and fiber projection
visuals.
The overall relationship for ϕ = 10% is shown in Figure 7. As

D/d → ∞, the mean and SD of the interparticle distance
approach zero, as all particles are forced into the same plane.
Figure 7 also shows the dispersion factor (β) for a volume
loading of 10%. When σ is large, as with D/d = 1, the particles
may be far apart, but the varying interparticle distance still
creates unbalanced regions of particles that could lead to voids,
not solving the dispersion issue. The ideal scenario occurs when
the SD is small and the mean distance is largeparticles spread
out from each other to a controllable, consistent distance. The
maximum β for ϕ = 10% occurs at approximately D/d = 3,
where particles will still have some wall effects, but the
confinement promotes dispersion along the axis. Intuitively,
different volume loadings will have different maximum values of
β, as unique loadings are subject to unique wall effects at each
aspect ratio. The maximum β will arise where those wall effects
dominate, which is discussed in more detail below.
Influence of Volume Loading, ϕ. The maximum volume

loading of spheres in cylinders has been studied for many
industrial applications, particularly those involving granular
matter.27 With viscous fluid surrounding the NPs, they are

kinetically and energetically limited from repositioning to the
ideal packing at high loadings. The effect of volume loading on
the interparticle distance at constant D/d is shown in Figure 8.
As the loading increases, the particles are forced to occupy a
smaller space. At ϕ = 0.01, less than 5% of the particles are
touching. The number of touching particles significantly
increases, even for ϕ = 0.05, with nearly 20% of the particles
touching (ω ≈ 1) along the length of the fiber. For large
enough aspect ratios, the particles will increasingly overlap in
the xz-plane. For each D/d, the distribution shape and scaling
factors remain essentially constant past a threshold loading
value.

Figure 8. Interparticle distance distributions with D/d = 3 at constant ϕ = 1, 5, and 10% (top) and 15, 20, and 25% (bottom). Distributions from 10
runs of 500 particles. The mean and SD were calculated from the Weibull distribution.

Figure 9. Mean and SD of ω as a function of ϕ for D/d = 3 and
dispersion factor β as a function of ϕ.

Figure 10. Surface (top) and contour (bottom) of the dispersion
factor β over the range of D/d from 0 to 10 and ϕ from 1 to 20%.
Three regions of (1) low-, (2) medium-, and (3) high-dispersion
quality are labeled on the contour map.
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For PNCs, the percolation threshold determines when the
NPs begin influencing macroscopic properties. The percolation
threshold is governed by the macroscopic property of interest
(i.e., mechanical or electrical) and the polymer−NP system.28

Percolation thresholds have been extensively studied for the
conducting polymer composites using computational and
analytical methods.29 As seen in Figure 8, the mean dispersion
along the fiber does not significantly change at higher loadings.
In terms of operability, there is a range of acceptable volume
loading values to tune the desired macroscopic properties until
the percolation limit, where the NPs can degrade the
mechanical properties of the polymer. In this range, there is
not a large trade-off between optimum dispersion and ϕ. The
dispersion factor values in Figure 9 reflect this range. Volume
loadings greater than 14% show a dispersion factor leveling off
to a less dynamic behavior, an approximately constant value as
the loading approaches ϕmax for D/d = 3. The variability in β is
a result of the variations in μ and σ and sensitivity to σ in
calculating β, given the sample set of 10 runs of 500 particles.
Empirical Model for Coefficients μ and σ. To predict the

dispersion over the dilute range of ϕ and D/d, an empirical
model was fit to the mean and SD of the interparticle distance.
The models below apply to 1 ≤ D/d ≤ 10 and 0.01 ≤ ϕ ≤ 0.20.
The coefficients were determined using least squares. Bisquare
weighting was used to reduce the influence of extreme values
on the model fit.
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As seen in Figure 10, there are three distinct regions of the
dispersion factor: (1) low loading and low aspect ratio that
result in particles being far apart at varying distances; (2) high
diameter ratio, where the particles tend not to disperse along
the fiber as much as in the diameter of the fiber, or medium
loadings where the particles are not at a controllable distance
from each other; and (3) maximum β values, where
confinement forces the particles to disperse along the fiber
without a significant variation. The maximum dispersion factor
of 5.35 occurs at D/d = 2.4 with a loading of 20%. From these
regions, the main determination of dispersion quality is the
presence of wall effects or dead zones, which promote
dispersion along the fiber.
Both equations can be compared to the experimentally

observed dispersion along a polymer fiber as a quantitative
systematic measure of dispersion in an actual fiber material.
With the most common characterization technique of fiber
composites being microscopy, such as TEM, confocal
microscopy, and scanning electron microscopy with energy-
dispersive X-ray spectrometry, one can measure the inter-
particle distance using image processing software, such as
ImageJ.30 By computing the dispersion factor, one can compare
to the hard sphere value to gauge the factors that would cause
the particles to nonrandomly distribute, namely, favorable

particle−particle interactions. The empirical equations are also
useful in guiding the design parameters of an ENNC system to
target optimal dispersion.

Particle−Particle Interactions. Although not studied here,
the presence of particle−particle interactions would influence
the interparticle distance. One can imagine clusters forming in
the fiber, much like the film depicted in Figure 1. With
increasing interactions, the interparticle distance is expected to
decrease from the hard sphere case, as the particles prefer to be
closer to one another; however, clusters will leave the
significant voids along the length of the fiber. When analyzing
the distribution of ω, one would expect a multimodal
distribution arising from clusters and voids. For such a system,
μ would be lower than a noninteracting system because of close
clusters, but σ would be higher, driving down the dispersion
factor. These are important characteristics to keep in mind
when looking at the dispersion factor of an experimental
system, possibly to compare the relative strengths of
interaction.

■ CONCLUSIONS

With electrospinning being a viable solution for creating well-
dispersed polymer−NP matrices, a model of the dispersion is
essential for experimental comparisons and understanding the
role of processing parameters on dispersion. A simulation was
developed to analyze the interparticle distance of NPs
distributed in an electrospun nanofiber. The distributions of
the interparticle distance were analyzed to find whether the
ideal dispersion has characteristics of high mean values but a
low variance in the interparticle distances. The best dispersion,
corresponding to the highest dispersion factor value (β), occurs
where geometric confinement creates dead zones and forces
particles to more uniformly align on the axis of the fiber. The
counting scheme for the interparticle distance described here is
highly compatible with current microscopy methods already
used to characterize nanocomposite fibers and current image-
processing capabilities. The empirical two-parameter model can
be used to predict experimental dispersion in a quantifiable way
and can serve as a standard for comparison to probe the effects
of both interparticle attraction and polymer−particle inter-
action.
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